"OTHELLO IS DISGUSTING." BLACKS WITH WHITES IS SICKENING, WHAT THE STAFF HEARD... WHEN A BLACK
MAN TOUCHES A WHITE WOMAN - PRESIDENT JOHN QUINCY ADAMS: As seen in a presentation to the 2020
Museums & Race exhibit. The hero of the court case & movie, Amistad, was physically revulsed over black men touching
white women & stated it in writing & at dinners in Boston. Listened to by servants and written about by the famed
Shakespearean, British star, Fanny Kemble, in her book, after dining with the President of the United States in Boston
(1833), she was astonished that he found it wrong. The President later published two essays describing blacks and
whites having sex, marrying, and having unnatural babies. This presentation includes research by the Executive Board of
The American Anthropological Association scientifically rejecting the idea of different races on earth and recognizing the
need to cease such behavior. The APA recognizes the human race all coming underneath Homo Sapiens. Other races
once lived on earth but all died off. There is only one race left on earth. In early May of 2020, we were invited to submit a
poster and be a featured, nationwide guest speaker for the 2020 Museums and Race online presentation: IMAGINE A
RADICAL FUTURE. Rania Mongiello presented her poster featuring President J.Q. Adams. During our presentation, CEO
Martin CJ Mongiello asked, "how willing Asians were to have a Mexican American doctor interpret their history in a San
Francisco museum or a black MBA for a CEO of a historically white museum in Raleigh?"
See the National Endowment for the Humanities article on Shakespeare in a
Divided America: A Q&A with NEH Public Scholar James Shapiro.
In October of 2020, Doctor Joynicole Martinez, Mr. Martin CJ Mongiello, Dr. Pauline Crawford,
Ms. Patty Freudenberg, and Mr. Antwain Thomas formed the Presidential Center Commission
on "Othello is Disgusting" - President Adams. A broad-based scope of introspection on
inclusion, colonialism roots, immigrants, heritage hate, skin color, the one race on earth of the human race, NAACP, Black
Lives Matter, Black Lives Matter Also (BLMA), ethnicity, inter-faith marriage, eating behaviors of cultures, and other issues
formed a growing body of study. In the Fall of 2020, Doctor Joynicole Martinez was voted into the office and confirmed as
the Chairperson. She released an outline in December for the commission. On April 18, 2022, the exhibit launched
online and inside the museum. You can watch previous meetings recorded complete with screen sharing of
photographs and videos with our QR Code as well as short films from The Royal Shakespeare Company & Oxford
University.

